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01

TRAVEL TUMBLER

In a crowded city, on a trail filled with nature, at 

a busy office… In any scene, being in your skin 

and having your own style lets you feel relaxed 

and grounded. TRAVEL TUMBLER is designed 

for people who lead a conscious and flexible 

lifestyle—for those who appreciate the subtle 

flavors of single origin coffee and tea, or like to 

drink mineral water at the temperature that is  

just right for your body. Pour your passion and 

new found values into the TRAVEL TUMBLER  

and bring them along wherever you go.

Introducing TRAVEL TUMBLER, 
Bring Along What's Essential to You

IN THE GARAGE  |  To spend time undisturbed

ON THE BIKE  |  To always be in destination

IN THE CITY  |  To be in your element wherever you go

AT THE COFFEE SHOP  |  To connect through craft and passion

IN THE OUTDOORS  |  To withstand a day out

IN THE OFFICE  |  To let your creativity flow



Stress-Free Drinking

With TRAVEL TUMBLER, you can preserve and 

enjoy the delicious taste of coffee. The smooth 

electro-polished interior prevents odors and 

stains, which helps to maintain the rich aroma 

and flavor of the drink. There are various tastes 

of coffee that can be explored by country origin, 

roaster, and brewing method―Expand your 

palate with TRAVEL TUMBLER. 

TRAVEL TUMBLER is ideal for carrying outdoors. 

The color tumblers have a powder coat finish 

on the surface which prevents scratches and 

slipping out of your hands when wet. Pour a cold 

drink in the tumbler, go out to a nearby valley and 

observe the wildlife. Even if you go off the beaten 

path or if there is a sudden rain shower, TRAVEL 

TUMBLER will be right there with you.

TRAVEL TUMBLER

TRAVEL TUMBLER is designed to give you  

a comfortable drinking experience like drinking 

out of a glass or mug. The cap is simple without 

excess details and lets you drink pleasantly from 

any angle. A special structure catches ice cubes, 

and drinks come out in perfect amount. While 

hydrating can often be cumbersome when you 

are out walking, riding a bicycle, or driving a car, 

TRAVEL TUMBLER allows you to drink stress-free 

until the very last sip. 

Clean & Fresh

Outdoor Durability

TRAVEL TUMBLER 350ml* 
SCS coffee carafe set 600ml 

TOTEM canister 800ml

*Available July 2017 in Japan



Vacuum insulated TRAVEL TUMBLER retains 

temperature for long time, keeping drinks hot 

above 65℃/149℉ and cold under 8℃/46℉ for 

6 hours. Working in the garage, studio, or office, 

you can keep focused on whatever you are doing 

and refresh with a drink at the right temperature. 

The cap is designed to keep dust away even 

when the lid is open, so there is no need to open 

and close the lid frequently. Drink what you like, 

when you like with TRAVEL TUMBLER. 

Find out more on TRAVEL TUMBLER website: 

www.kinto.co.jp/traveltumbler/en/

02 OCT, A New Coffeeware Collection 
Balancing Beauty and Usability

TRAVEL TUMBLER

TRAVEL TUMBLER 350ml

Available July 2017 in Japan

Vacuum Insulated

OCT brewer 2cups* 
OCT coffee jug 300ml* 
SCS cotton paper filter 2cups 
CLK-161 ceramic mat 135mm

*Available July 2017 in Japan

Inner wall

Outer wall

Vacuum  
insulated

Shin Azumi
Established ‘a studio’ in 2005. 

Working with a variety of clients 

on consumer products and 

electronics, his works have 

gained worldwide recognition. 

Awards include several Good 

Design Awards, Classic Innovation 

Award, and Restaurant & Bar 

Design Awards.

DESIGNER

Cross section of the tumbler



Coffeeware Resembling Architecture

Designed based on an octagon, OCT is a 

coffeeware collection featuring clean lines and 

beautiful contour. The sleek form reminds you 

of architecture, and the items are perfect for 

displaying as interior items even when not in 

use. The brewer has a distinctive silhouette with 

its rim that draws a large curve. Even without a 

handle it can be held easily, and it is designed 

so that placing and removing the paper filter 

is simple. The handle of the cup and jug look 

sharp yet is comfortable to hold, and the rim 

of the cup is thin yet smooth on the mouth. 

OCT was developed in collaboration with 

INTENTIONALLIES, a Japanese design firm with 

works in architecture, interior and product design. 

We interviewed product designer Haruka Imai 

from INTENTIONALLIES about the concept and 

design of the collection. 

 

The Inspiration 

I’ve been fond of ceramics for a while, and I’ve 

used antique pieces or drawn inspiration from 

them in interior design and architecture projects. 

For this project, getting the opportunity to work 

on an actual product, I was very excited to think 

about what I could do. One of the challenges was 

creating cohesion among the brewer, cup, and 

saucer. The common element became the line 

and the subtle gradation that forms when  

an octagon transforms upwards into a circle.  

This was originally inspired by an image of  

an octagonal bottle from the Southern Song  

Dynasty in China.

Pursuing Beauty

In the process of designing OCT, I focused on 

how to make the lines appear beautiful. For the 

brewer, I made the lines and the overall form 

simple. For the cup, I aimed to give a sense 

of momentum with the lines and designed the 

handle to further enhance that. Other interesting 

aspects of design include the form of the brewer, 

which appears as an oval to the eye when gazing 

from above, but it is definitely a perfect circle.

An Interior Accent

When I design, I value the deep and subtle details 

that are like “dashi base (broth)” in cooking, and 

“subtractive design” to achieve harmony of all 

elements. I am also conscious of fusing western 

and eastern influences with balance. OCT is 

simple yet sleek, with unique form and nuance.  

It has significant presence on the table and gives 

a dignified atmosphere to the room. OCT is also 

designed to be something that would be ideal 

as a gift. I hope the collection will play a role in 

helping people express their treasured feelings  

to their friends and family.

OCT

OCT 
brewer 2cups 
brewer 4cups 
cup & saucer 80ml 
cup & saucer 220ml 
cup & saucer 300ml 
mug 300ml 
coffee jug 300ml 
coffee jug 600ml

Available July 2017 in Japan

Interview with 
INTENTIONALLIES

INTENTIONALLIES

Established in 1996, a design 

firm with works in architecture, 

interior, and product design. 

Representative works include 

hotel “CLASKA”, electronic brand 

“amadana”, United Cinemas 

“Toyosu”, Shibuya Hikarie 

“Sky Lobby 11F”, and Sumida 

Aquarium “Jellyfish Kaleidoscope 

Tunnel”.

DESIGNER

OCT coffee jug 300m* 
OCT cup & saucer 80ml* 
OCT cup & saucer 220ml* 
OCT cup & saucer 300ml* 
OCT mug 300ml* 
SCS tray 315x195mm

*Available July 2017 in Japan



Introducing TAKU, 
Tools for the Dining Scene

TAKU is a collection of kitchen tools designed to be used on the 

dining table. Minimal and refined, the tools are pleasurable to use 

and are made of tasteful materials that integrate perfectly into 

a sophisticated dining scene. To develop items that are comfortable 

to use, we carefully studied movements such as squeezing, grating, 

and cutting. The porcelain ginger grater, lemon squeezer, and 

mortar are designed in a compact size that fits into one hand, and 

features a rim that you can hold down and use stably. The lid of the 

butter dish and serving board are made of bamboo that lets you 

cut down with a knife comfortably as it is hard to get scratched. 

For the autumn and winter season, TAKU can be a great addition 

to a table gathering surrounding a donabe pot. The smell of lemon 

zest, the savory smell of fresh grated sesame seeds, the enticing 

taste of fresh ginger... TAKU adds excitement to the dining scene  

by letting you move your hands and prepare additional fresh flavor 

for an even more joyful dining experience.

TAKU 
ginger grater 
mortar & pestle 
lemon squeezer 
butter dish 
serving board

Available July 2017 in Japan

03

TAKU

Kosei Shirotani
From 1991, worked at a design 

office in Milan. In 2002, returned 

to Japan and founded STUDIO 

SHIROTANI. In 2013, opened 

design shop and cafe “Karimizuan” 

in Unzen city, Nagasaki prefecture. 

Continues work on the Karimizu 

Eco-village concept, using design as 

a key factor to shape community. 

DESIGNER

TAKU ginger grater* 
TAKU mortar & pestle* 
TAKU lemon squeezer* 
TAKU serving board* 
KAKOMI IH donabe 2.5L 
CAST bowl 60ml 
CAST milk pitcher 
CAST sauce pot 40ml 
CLK-151 plate 160mm 
CLK-151 plate 250mm

*Available July 2017 in Japan



KAKOMI

04

KAKOMI IH donabe 2.5L

KAKOMI,
an Occasion to Gather Around

Traditionally in Japan, clay pot dishes are  

a seasonal favorite for the autumn and winter. 

Donabe, the traditional Japanese clay pot, 

has long been what calls people to gather and 

connect through the style of ‘cooking at the table 

as you eat’. KAKOMI donabe and are suitable  

in both form and function for a modern and  

eclectic lifestyle. 

KAKOMI’s high quality is supported by technology. 

The pot has an extremely low water absorption 

rate, so moisture that can cause odors and stains 

do not seep in. You can cook a dish full of spices 

one day and cook something completely different 

the next day. The heating element, which allows 

the pot to be used on an induction cooktop, 

features a multi-layered structure. Glass-like glaze 

is sprayed evenly on the heat resistant ceramic. 

It is then coated with three layers of silver film 

and glass coating. The glass coating protects the 

heating element to prevent uneven heating and 

abnormal over-heating.

View scenes and recipes from workshops on  
KAKOMI website:  

www.kinto.co.jp/kakomi/en/workshop/

DESIGNER

Fumie Shibata 
Established DESIGN STUDIO S 

in 1994. Focusing on industrial 

design, her fields of work include 

electronics, household and 

healthcare products, as well 

creative direction of hotel. 
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